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About
ShelterTech is the world’s leading platform for a�ordable housing innovation. 

Find out more and join our ecosystem at shelter-tech.org. 

Impact is the personal, household, community and 
societal e�ects of our work. It is about the value we 
create for stakeholders, including the families we 
serve and our investors.

Measuring impact allows us to share evidence with stakeholders and investors, but it also creates an 
opportunity to learn and adapt a startup or scale-up over time to be more e�ective, profitable and 
sustainable. It also provides a comparison with peer organizations. While each measurement strategy will 
be di�erent, key measurements or indicators include:

What is impact?

Examples of impact

We manage what we measure

Understand your impact. Does your solution help alleviate poverty, contribute to gender 
equality, or lower greenhouse gas emissions?

Know which investors to target. You might want to look at topic or SDG-specific investors, 
based on the impacts from your products or services.

Have a measurement plan. Ask the right questions! How can you get customer feedback 
on your service? How much material or CO2 emissions are saved by your product? Do you foster a 
diverse workplace?

Don’t forget the basics. Be ready to measure and report on revenues, profits, runway, 
employees and more. 

Remember, measuring impact helps startups attract investments and ensure they are creating value for 
customers, thus contributing to long-term success.

Impact measurement must-haves

Why is measuring impact important?
Measuring impact provides stakeholders with evidence of our impact. Investors can use this as part of their 
holistic financial analysis on the potential for a startup or scale-up to be profitable over the long term, and to 
show how they are contributing to global initiatives such as the Sustainable Development Goals. It also 
gives a voice to customers, improves understanding of their lives, and ensures that organizations 
sustainably contribute to positive social change.

Impact includes the personal/household, community and societal e�ects of our work. 
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Useful resources
Global Accelerator Learning Initiative (GALI)
The Global Impact Investing Network’s IRIS+ System
Sustainable Development Goals & Indicators

ShelterTech Masterclass:
Measuring Impact

ShelterTech masterclasses are lessons held by 
global housing experts. This masterclass focuses 
on showcasing practical ways in which startups 
can e�ectively measure both the business and 
the social impact of their product or service in the 
markets they serve.
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https://www.habitat.org/sheltertech
https://www.galidata.org/
https://iris.thegiin.org/
https://irp-cdn.multiscreensite.com/be6d1d56/files/uploaded/150612-FINAL-SDSN-Indicator-Report-Table-1.pdf

